Spritz™, come together.

Mobile and comfortable, Spritz keeps everyone engaged. The series extends itself with work chairs in two back heights and counter/transaction height stools. The translucent, elasticized mesh back is available in a range of colors that are easy to coordinate with any Global textile. Spritz offers an economical, versatile and highly durable choice for the workplace and learning environment.

Left to right: seating shown in Momentum Millennium, Amber (ML39) and Peridot (ML26).
Sit in comfort.

Wherever you connect, Spritz keeps you comfortable with an articulating back rest and contoured seat design. Arm and armless models offer a choice of glides or casters for multi-purpose applications. A highly durable frame ensures Spritz can withstand the demands of both office and campus life.

Left to right, top to bottom: seating shown in Momentum Millennium, Peridot (ML26), Anchor (ML42) and Amber (ML39).
Create interactive spaces that promote collaboration and versatility. Spritz multi-purpose chairs have a flip-up seat and horizontal nesting capability. Arrange in groups to share ideas, then align in rows for presentations. Nest together and roll away until your next event.
Mix it up and make your space.

Task models are a great fit for office, classroom and study hall applications. The pneumatic seat height adjustment delivers a quick fit for everyone.

Left to right: seating shown in Momentum Millennium, Peridot (ML26) and Amber (ML39).
For higher heights.

From laboratories to transaction environments, Spritz stools provide a great solution where elevated sitting heights are required. An adjustable, Chrome footrest supports varied leg lengths. Arm and armless models accommodate personal preferences and space requirements.

Left to right: seating shown in Momentum Millennium, Amber (ML39) and Anchor (ML42).
Performance at an affordable price.

An adjustable lumbar support and headrest are available on the Spritz high back task chairs for added comfort and fit. Spritz is Level 3 and Greenguard Gold certified, qualifications that make a significant contribution toward LEED status. Spritz is also manufactured in an ISO 14001 facility and backed by Global’s Lifetime Warranty.

Left to right, top to bottom: seating shown in Momentum Millennium, Peridot (ML26), Amber (ML39) and Anchor (ML42).
Color it your way

Mesh Colors

Black (U1)  Green (U4)  Burgundy (U2)  Blue (U3)

Task Chair Features

- Weight sensing synchro tilter
- Tilting mechanism
- Sliding armcap
- Arm height adjustment
- Standard Black base
- Chrome base

Features

- Adjustable headrest on task chair
- Optional lumbar support on task chair
- Articulating back auto adjusts to suit user’s sitting position

Multi-Purpose Chair Options

- Chrome
- Tungsten
- Black
- Carpet (C1) (shown) or hard floor (CR9) casters
- Black nylon stem glides (GL)
- Two casters at front and two glides at rear (FC)

Cover: seating shown in Momentum Millennium, Amber (ML39).
Above, left to right: seating shown in Momentum Millennium, Anchor (ML42) and Peridot (ML24), Momentum Infinity, Berry (NHH) and Momentum Odyssey, Inlet (OD17).

Cover: seating shown in Momentum Millennium, Amber (ML39).
Above, left to right: seating shown in Momentum Millennium, Anchor (ML42) and Peridot (ML24), Momentum Infinity, Berry (NHH) and Momentum Odyssey, Inlet (OD17).